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Fauna and Flora 

1. Match the word with the correct explanation: 

1) Nature 

1. nature a. a person whose job is to take care of a place or animals 

2. nature reserve b. a place where animals and plants are protected 

3. fence c. a place where animals are killed for meat 

4. agriculture d. a place like a large garden where you can watch many animals (usually in cages) 

5. game warden e. everything around us that wasn't made by people /a person's qualities or character/a 

particular type (of something) 

6. slaughterhouse f. a person who takes care of animals in a nature reserve 

7. keeper g. a place where people keep horses and/or other animals 

8. stables h. a meadow or a field where animals can eat grass  

9. zoo i. a person who hunts animals illegally, without permission 

10. poacher j. farming; growing crops or raising animals for food 

11. pasture k. a wooden, metal or wire barrier that runs around a garden to prevent people or 

animals from getting in or out 

 

2) Reptiles 

1. alligator a. a poisonous snake from Africa or Asia, it can spread the skin at the back of its neck 

2. boa  b. a small reptile that changes the colour of its skin, it has got a long tongue  

3. cobra c. a large American lizard, it is greyish green  

4. crocodile d. a small reptile with a long tail 

5. dinosaur e. a kind of snake that makes a noise with its tail  

6. frog f. a big green or brown reptile with a big mouth with sharp teeth, a long tail, it lives in 

rivers and lakes, it looks like an alligator 

7. chameleon g. a small creature with a soft black and yellow body that lives both in water and on 

land, it looks like a lizard 

8. iguana h. an animal that usually lives in water, has a large hard shell on its back and short legs 

9. lizard i. an animal with a hard shell to hide on its back, it usually lives on land 

10. rattlesnake j. a large snake that can kill an animal by squeezing it powerfully 

11. salamander k. a large kind of frog; in fairy tales, if you kiss it, it will turn into a prince  

12. snake l. a large reptile similar to a crocodile, it has a shorter and broader head than a crocodile 

13. toad m. a small green animal that lives in water or near water, it can jump because it has got 

long and strong back legs 

14. tortoise n. a large reptilian creature that lived on the planet millions years ago  

15. turtle o. a reptile with a long body and no legs 

 



3) Animals - Water animals 

1. blue whale a. a sea animal with eight strong arms so called tentacles and a head 

2. mussel b. a fish that is eaten at Christmas in the Czech Republic 

3. carp c. a large black and white mammal that lives in seas and oceans, it looks like a giant 

fish 

4. leech d. a creature that lives seas and oceans, it has a long soft body and ten tentacles 

5. dolphin e. a sea animal that has a hard shell on its back, eight legs and two pincers, it walks 

sideways 

6. oyster f. a large sea fish with big sharp teeth, it is usually dangerous 

7. turtle g. a shellfish that people eat and that sometimes produces pearls 

8. starfish h. the largest mammal on Earth, it lives in the ocean 

9. crab i. a sea animal what has a shell, eight legs and two strong pincers 

10. octopus j. a very intelligent sea animal that swims in groups and can do many tricks 

11. lobster k. a long fish which looks like a snake 

12. killer whale l. a creature that lives in water, it has a soft body without any color, it can sting 

13. jellyfish m. a kind of shellfish with a black shell, it can be eaten 

14. eel n. a small creature that lives in water, it has a long body and no legs, it can hold onto 

your skin and suck your blood 

15. ray o. a small fish that swims upright, it looks a bit like a horse 

16. squid p. an animal that usually lives in water, has a large hard shell on its back and short legs 

17. shark q. a very small fish that is often eaten out of tins 

18. salmon r. a sea creature that looks like a star 

19. seahorse s. a small sea animal with long legs and a shell, it is pink when cooked 

20. shrimp t. a large fish with pink flesh, it lives in northern seas but travels up rivers to breed 

21. sardine u. a big flat fish with a long thin tail 

 

 

2. Unscramble the words to do with the topic Baby Animals and translate them: 

acfl - .................................................................   ofla - ........................................................... 

ucb - .................................................................   ycngte  - ..................................................... 

guincdkl - ........................................................  iggosln - ..................................................... 

ccikh - ..............................................................  tntkie - ....................................................... 

mabl - ..............................................................  ltgpie  - ....................................................... 

ypppu - ............................................................  dik - ............................................................ 

 

 

 



3. Birds - Finish the sentences with the words in the box:  

cock chicken hummingbirds stork kiwi heron pheasant  goose penguin pelican 

owl budgie woodpecker dove eagle duck toucans ostrich peacock pigeon 

hen falcon flamingo hawk turkey swan vulture swallow sparrow parrot 

 

1. .................................... is a small colourful bird (similar to a parrot) often kept as a pet in a cage.  

2. .................................... is a male chicken, usually with colourful feathers.  

3. .................................... is a large bird that kills and eats small animals, it is smaller than an eagle.  

4. .................................... is a farm bird that is kept for eggs and meat.  

5. .................................... is a large bird that lives near water, it has long legs and a long neck.  

6. .................................... is a white bird that is used as a symbol of peace.  

7. .................................... is a large white bird with a long neck, it lives on lakes and rivers. It is a symbol of 

faithfulness.  

8. .................................... is a large farm bird which is usually eaten on special days in Anglo-American 

countries, such as Christmas or Thanksgiving.  

9. .................................... is a large bird that usually eats dead animals.  

10. .................................... is a bird with a long bill, it climbs trees and drums on them with its sharp bill to 

get food.  

11. .................................... is a bird that lives on or near water, it has short legs and a wide beak. Drake is its 

male. 

12. .................................... is a very large bird that can fly and eats small animals, often called 'King of 

Birds'. 

13. .................................... is a bird that eats little animals, it can be trained by people to hunt with them. 

14. .................................... is a large pink bird with long legs. 

15. .................................... is a large white bird which is often kept on farm, it is bigger than a duck. Its male 

is gander. 

16. .................................... are among the smallest of birds that can fly backwards. 

17. .................................... is a small farm bird that cannot fly, it is a young hen or a rooster, people eat its 

meat.  

18. .................................... is a bird from New Zealand with a long beak, it cannot fly.  

19. .................................... is a very large bird from Africa, it has got a long neck and legs. It cannot fly and 

is the world's fastest two-legged animal. When threatened, it runs away, but they can cause serious injury 

and death with kicks from their powerful legs. Contrary to popular belief, they do not bury their heads in 

sand. 

20. .................................... is a bird that flies and hunts small animals at night.  

21. .................................... is a colourful exotic bird which people often keep as a pet, it sometimes learns to 

say real words.  

22. .................................... is a large bird with a beautiful green and blue tail. It is a symbol of pride. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ostrich_effect
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ostrich_effect


23. .................................... is a large bird with a large beak in which it can hold water. 

24. .................................... is a sea bird with a black and white body, it cannot fly and lives in the Antarctic. 

25. .................................... is a bird with a long tail, people often hunt them.  

26. .................................... is a grey bird that we can usually see in towns. 

27. .................................... is a small brown bird common in many parts of the world. It is typical Czech 

bird.  

28. .................................... is a large bird with long legs and a long beak, it is usually black and white. It 

builds its nest on the chimney. 

29. .................................... is a small bird that migrates in winter and eats insects. It is a symbol of spring. 

30. .................................... are brightly marked and have large often colourful bills which in some large 

species measure more than half the length of the body. 

 

4. Insects - Finish the sentences with the words in the box: 

termite butterfly beetle cockroach ant bee caterpillar grasshopper 

earwig centipede spider dragonfly moth fly praying mantis firefly 

hornet mosquito cricket ladybird wasp tick tarantula flea 

 

1. .................................... is a very small black or brown insect which lives in forests in large groups and 

works very hard. It builds anthills. 

2. .................................... is a small black and yellow insect, it lives in large groups and makes honey.  

3. .................................... is an insect with a hard and shiny covering of its wings, it is usually black but can 

have other colours too.  

4. .................................... is an insect with big colourful wings and a long thin body.  

5. .................................... is a worm with short legs that exists as an early stage in the life of a butterfly or 

other insects.  

6. .................................... is a long small insect with many little legs.  

7. .................................... is a small insect that flies usually at night and bites animals and people to drink 

their blood.  

8. .................................... is a large green insect, it is known that the female eats the male after mating.  

9. .................................... is a small black creature with eight legs. It catches and eats insects.  

10. .................................... is a large hairy spider, sometimes poisonous.  

11. .................................... is an insect that looks like a butterfly which usually flies at night.  

12. .................................... is a large brown insect that you can find in very dirty places.  

13. .................................... is a small brown insect that makes very specific sounds, especially at night.  

14. .................................... is an insect that lives in large groups and eats wood and build termite nest.  

15. .................................... is an insect that lives near water, it has a long body and two pairs of long bright 

wings.  

16. .................................... is a small brown insect with a long body and two pincers at the end of the body.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beak


17. .................................... is a small flying insect that produces faint light at night.  

18. .................................... is a small insect that feeds on the blood of animals (or people), it can jump very 

well. 

19. .................................... is a small creature that holds onto your skin and sucks your blood.  

20. .................................... is a small black and yellow insect. It is usually attracted to sweet things and can 

sting you painfully.  

21. .................................... is a small insect that can fly.  

22. .................................... is an insect that lives in the grass, jumps very high and far and makes a sharp 

sound by rubbing its legs together, it is usually green.  

23. .................................... is an insect that looks like a very big wasp.  

24. .................................... is a small red beetle with black spots. 

 

Mammals: 

antelope    armadillo    baboon    bat  

bear    beaver    boar      buffalo  

bull     camel     deer      doe  

donkey    elephant   fox      giraffe 

gnu     goat     gorilla    guinea pig   

hamster    hare     hedgehog             horse 

hippopotamus/hippo   hyena     cheetah    chimpanzee  

jaguar    kangaroo    leopard    lion(ess) 

llama     mole      monkey     moose 

mouse    orang-utan    platypus    polar bear  

pony     porcupine    rabbit      raccoon  

ram     reindeer    rhinoceros/rhino  seal  

sheep     skunk     squirrel    tiger  

walrus    whale     wolf     zebra 

 

Phrases: 

a bird in the hand is worth two in the bush - lepší vrabec v hrsti, než holub na střeše  

kill two birds with one stone - zabít dvě mouchy jednou ranou 

(have) ants in one's pants - mít roupy, být neposedný 

copycat - napodobenina / papoušek (kdo se opičí) 

eager beaver - pilný (pracuje víc než ostatní), horlivec  

let the cat out of the bag - pustit si pusu na špacír (prozradit tajemství) 

make a beeline - namířit si to přímo (vzdušnou čarou) 

the rat race - pachtění se (honba) za penězi, kariérou 

 



early bird - ranní ptáče    (about) the birds and the bees - o tom, jak to chodí v sexu 

chicken out - vycouvat (zbaběle)  chicken - zbabělec (srab) 

fishy - divný, podezřelý   Hold your horses! - Neukvapuj se! / Zadrž! 

Holy cow! - Ty jo!/Svatá dobroto!  the lion's share - největší podíl 

pig-headed - tvrdohlavý 

  

5. Finish the sentences: 

1. I have a new job. It's not the best job in the 

world, but a bird in the hand... 

a) ...pig-headed to listen to my advice and now she's sorry. 

2. He chickened... b) Holy cow! 

3. I wanted to keep our plans to get married a 

family secret, but my mother... 

c) ...eager beaver. She works 14 hours a day. 

4. She was too... d) ...put the bees on the table. Now everybody knows. 

5. When I do my own housework, I always kill 

two birds...  

e) ...fishy here. I wouldn't trust him. 

6. Hold your... f) ...is worth two in the bush. 

7. She has just started a new job and she is a real... g) ... chicken really. Touch the snake. It doesn't bite. 

8. So he won one million crowns? h) ...out of the bungee jumping when he saw how high it 

was. 

9. I don't like his suggestion at all. I think 

there's something... 

i) ...with one stone, because I get the house clean and get 

some exercise too. 

10. I didn't know you are such a... j) ...horses! The game's not over yet. We still may lose. 

 

Vocabularies:  

cattle      species    pack - smečka 

veterinarian/vet    herd     mate - druh, družka  

zoologist     carnivore - masožravec  pen - ohrada, výběh, ohrádka  

young      teem - hemžit se   snare - oko (past), nalíčené oko 

cage      mosquito    stoat - lasice, hranostaj  

wild      hay - seno, sláma  

 

pouch - vak, kapsa (vačnatců)      sting - spálit, popálit (zvířetem či rostlinou)  

hibernate - přezimovat (u zvířat)       manger - koryto, korýtko, žlab  

hibernation - zimní spánek, přezimování (u zvířat)   hunting - lovení, lov     

aquarium         sanctuary - rezervace    

breed - rodit/množit se/chovat (zvířata)/rozmnožovat 

scale - šupina          tentacle - chapadlo  



flipper - ploutev (tuleně apod.)    reproduce - rozmnožovat se  

amphibious - obojživelný     amphibian - obojživelník  

curl - schoulit se      rabies - vzteklina  

pedigree - čistokrevný     horn - roh (býka apod.), růžek  

web - plovací blána      tail - ocas, ocásek, ohon, oháňka  

 

PLANTS 

grapevine/vine - vinná réva, réva (vinná)   herb - bylinka   seaweed - mořské řasy 

watercress - řeřicha, řeřicha potoční   stem - stonek    seed - semínko, semeno  

thorn - trn       ivy - břečťan    chicory - čekanka  

bloom - kvést       caraway - kmín   horseradish - křen  

cactus - kaktus      bush - křoví, keř   pansy - maceška  

prickle - osten, trn, bodlina     shoot - výhonek, šlahoun  corn/maize - kukuřice 

sword lily - mečík, gladiola     thistle - bodlák   forget-me-not - pomněnka 

pelargonium - muškát, pelargonie    beetroot - řepa   leaves - listí, listy  

bluebell - zvonek (květina)     spine - osten, trn, bodlina  cotton - bavlna 

marjoram - majoránka     coltsfoot - podběl   barley - ječmen  

cowslip - petrklíč, prvosenka jarní    gladiolus - mečík, gladiola  dill - kopr   

bean - fazole, fazolka     oats - oves    chive - pažitka  

orchid - orchidej      snowflake - bledule   ginger - zázvor 

stalk - stopka (plodu), stéblo, lodyha   moss - mech, rašeliník  reed - rákos, rákosí   

hops - chmel       water lily - leknín   mistletoe - jmelí 

pick - trhat, sbírat (např. ovoce)    nettle - kopřiva   sunflower - slunečnice 

wood anemone - sasanka hajní   bamboo - bambus  fern - kapradina, kapradí  

clover - jetel, jetelový lístek     root - kořen    weed - plevel 

lily of the valley - konvalinka    mint - máta    ox-eye daisy - kopretina  

 

 

 

 


